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Malcolm Roberts
r8o Haven Road,
Pullenvale QLD 4o69
Email: malcolmr@conscious.com.au
Phone: o4rg 642 979 and 07 3374 337 4

Thursday, October 3'd, zot3

The Hon Julie Bishop
Deputy Leader: federal parliamentary Liberal Party
PO Box 6ozz PO Box2olo

L *.-( 3

House of Representatives
Parliament House
Canberra ACT z6oo

Subiaco WA 69o4
Fax: (oB) 9388 c299

Dear Julie:

Re: Your letter dated March o,6,2oag. Your ref: JB:JA./Roberts

Congratulations on your re-election and appointment as Foreign Affairs Minister.

You're transitioning to a government and cabinet with the daunting task of restoring
integrity, governance and sovereignty and saving billions of dollars in waste.

Referring to your letter dated March 06, zorg, has Greg Hunt responded to you?

The accompanying copy of my letter to Greg Hunt verifies his unscientific and
unjustifiable position. I confidently and truthfully know that by claiming
that human carbon dioxide causes global warming and must be cut he
contradicts empirical scientific evidence. CSIRO must be investigated.

It seems that the current cabinet contains no Minister for Science. Yet the Labor-
Greens alliance needs to be held publicly accountable for corruption by Rudd-Gillard-
Milne actions. That will assist to quickly repeal the COz tax well before July r, 2or4.

Cutting Direct Action and energy subsidies will save taxpayers billions of dollars.
Transparent, independent investigation of CSIRO and BOM for misrepresenting
climate science will lead to saving millions of dollars in CSIRO funding.

Empirical scientific evidence and restoring integrity are fundamental to honest
government and for developing effective policies in the best interest of our country.

Please contact me if I can assist you.

L*n
Enclosures: Copy of letter to Greg Hunt dated Thursday, October 3rd, 2013
cc: TonyAbbott, Prime Minister. Posting http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html

Yours sincerely,
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Malcolm Roberts
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Malcolm Roberts
r8o Haven Road,
Pullenvale QLD +o6g
Email: malcolmr@ conscious.com.au
Phone: o4rg 64zg7g andoT 95749374

Thursday, October 3'd, zot3

The Hon Greg Hunt
Environment Minister
PO Box 6ozz
House of Representatives
Parliament House
Canberra ACT z6oo

PO Box 274
Hastings Vic a9r5
Fax: (o3) 59793c54

Dear Greg:

Re: Your stated dependence on BOM and CSIRO climate advice

Congratulations on your re-election and appointment as a Minister.

You're transitioning to a government and cabinet with a massive task to restore
integrity, governance and sovereignty and cut waste. I'll be succinct.

On Monday, September 23rd, 2013 you stated on ABC-TV's Lateline program, quote:
. "lII take my primary o.duice fro^ the Bureau (of Meteorology) and from the

CSIRO" - after 6:33 minutes elapsed;
' "MA iudgment is that the science is reql" - after 6:49 minutes elapsed;
. "In principle support" (for ratifying Kyoto II) - after ro:57 minutes elapsed

Lateline: : /  /www lateli

On what basis have you made your judgment? Please provide titles and dates of
CSIRO and BOM reports and briefings upon which your position and judgment rely.

I confidently and truthfully state that you have no empirical scientific
evidence supporting your judgment and position. Your position is
unscientific and unfounded. It contradicts empirical scientific evidence. I
will explain why your position is based on dishonesty and is not honest.

I have comprehensively investigated climate claims and reports made by CSIRO and
BOM. Both falsely imply scientific support. Yet neither has any empirical scientific
evidence or logical scientific reasoning for the core claim that human carbon dioxide
caused Earth's latest modest cyclic global atmospheric warming that ended in 1998.

Written responses from CSIRO's Chief Executive and BOM's Director failed to
provide scientific evidence for their claim. Both misrepresent science and falsely and
without foundation deceptively imply scientific evidence of human causation.

Referring to the enclosed copy of a letter from Julie Bishop, have you responded to
her letter to you? You were separately sent by Registered Post two paper copies of my
report entitled CSIROL!. Have you identified any specific errors? Replies from senior
CSIRO and BOM executives have identified no specific errors.
http://r,r"wr,rr.conscious.com.au/CSlROh!.html See Appendices 6,6a, z and 4
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My recent requests of CSIRO and BOM made under Freedom of Information
legislation reveal that CSIRO's Chief Executive has sent no reports on climate change
to relevant Ministers during the years covered: 2oo5 or later. BOM provided one
report and scratchy updates at uneven intervals. All relied on the demonstrably
corrupt UN IPCC and contradict empirical scientific evidence.
http : //w"vl"w. conscious.com.au/letters.html

CSIRO has parroted the UN IPCC's"consensus science". That is not science. The UN
IPCC has no evidence that human COz caused global warming.

The Garnaut Review relied on the UN IPCC, CSIRO and BOM. Chapter z admits no
evidence for your claim that human COz affects global climate and needs to be cut.

In April 2011 I made a presentation in your office and, at you request, gave you many
documents. In July 2011your responses repeatedly failed to specifii any errors.

You have not answered my letter dated March 7'h, zotg requesting clarification on
your denial of detailed knowledge of UN Agenda zr despite publicly documented
support by you for UN Agenda 21 programs.

My voluntary, independent investigations for six years prove there is no evidence of
human COz causing modest cyclic global warming and cooling periods since r85o.
That's consistent with data from leading climate scientists here and internationally.

Your position does not meet my need for integrity. To meet needs for
integrity and reassurance, please provide scientific evidence and identifu
the agencies and their reports and data on which your judgment relies.
Failure to do so will confirm my informed conclusion you have no such evidence.

Your party has inherited a mess of extraordinary breadth and depth. Rectification
requires identifiiing truth rather than accepting false and unscientific climate claims
fabricated by Kevin Rudd and Julia Gillard. They, Penny Wong and Greg Combet
need to be held accountable for their lies - not echoed and thereby endorsed.

Cutting Direct Action and energy subsidies will save taxpayers billions of dollars.

In ending our previous meeting in your office you said in front of Gordon Alderson
that my presentation had been one of the very best you'd ever received. I can assist
you in returning to honesty on climate and am available to meet with you.

Yours sincerelv.

Malcolm Roberts
cc: Tony Abbott, Julie Bishop, Barnaby Joyce, Warren Truss, Craig Kelly, George
Christensen, Jane Prentice, Dennis Jensen, Cory Bernardi, Andrew Robb,
electronically to all Coalition MPs & Flinders Liberal Party branch executive
members, and posting to http : / /wrrsrv. conscious. com. au/letters. html
Enclosures: Copy of letter from Julie Bishop dated 6s March,2cl3
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